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Abstract 
An extension .c/ of a C-algebra .d by some element m. which has a number of special 
properties is proposed. These properties allow us to introduce some suitable operations 
of addition, multiplication and involution on .> after which we are able to study dif- 
ferent kinds of Moore-Penrose invertibility in .6. Due to such an approach, we obtain 
necessary and sufficient conditions of weak asymptotic Moore-Penrose invertibility for 
an algebra arising from spline approximation methods for singular integral equations 
with conjugation. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
K~JWYW~.S: Singular integral equations; Moore-Penrose stability 
1. Introduction 
Let X be a linear space over the complex number field @. An operator A act- 
ing in X is said to be additive if 
‘4(x, +x2) =Ax, +/4x1 vx,,xz EX. 
The aim of this paper is to apply C-algebra techniques for the study of 
Moore-Penrose invertibility in algebras of additive operators. To do this the 
following two main difficulties should be overcome. Firstly, one has to define 
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the notion of an adjoint operator in such a way that the fundamental proper- 
ties known for linear operators are also preserved for this newly defined adjoint 
operator. Secondly, it is usual to describe the properties of MooreePenrose in- 
verses in terms of the spectra of some elements of C-algebras. But in the case 
of additive operators we can exploit the real spectrum only. All the above rea- 
sons stimulated us to look for such objects which would contain the algebras of 
additive continuous operators, and which could be treated by C*-algebra tech- 
niques. It had led us to consider an extension .v? of a complex C*-algebra .d by 
an element m. We postulate some conditions on the element tn. These condi- 
tions allow us to treat .d as a real C*-algebra, and to embed it as a real algebra 
into the complex C*-algebra x/‘~’ that turn out to be very important for our 
considerations. Note that an analogous approach is often used in theory of in- 
tegral equations with conjugation (see e.g. [1]) without handling corresponding 
objects as elements of any real C-algebra. We also draw the attention of the 
reader to axiom (AA) which is probably extracted here for the first time. Just 
this axiom enabled us to introduce such an involution on .c? which possesses 
many of the properties we know for involutions on complex C-algebras. Using 
these properties we study the problem of MooreePenrose invertibility in the ex- 
tended algebra .e/. Subsequently, we consider special algebras of operator se- 
quences and investigate different kinds of Moore-Penrose invertibility in 
these algebras. Afterwards, we apply the methods developed to operator se- 
quences arising in approximation methods for Cauchy’s singular integral equa- 
tions with conjugation. As a result, necessary and sufficient conditions of the 
weak asymptotic Moore-Penrose invertibility are obtained for a wide class 
of numerical methods based on splines of any prescribed degree (r. Note, that 
the usual stability as well as some other properties of these methods for singu- 
lar integral equations with conjugation have been studied in [2&I]. 
2. Algebra A. Definition and elementary properties 
Let F be a ring over the real number field R. We suppose that this ring con- 
tains a subring .ol, which simultaneously is a (complex) C-algebra with identity 
e # 0, and some element m, which does not belong to .d and which satisfies the 
following assumptions. 
(Al) For each a E .d the element mum belongs to the C*-algebra .eI again. 
(AZ) For each u E .c/ and for each i. E @ the relation m(1.u) = ?ma holds. 
(A3) m’ = e and me = m. 
Let .dm stand for the set of those elements of F which have the form anz with 
a E .d. The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the assumptions 
(AI)- and the fact that F is a ring. 
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Lemma 1. Let the assumptions (AI)- befu@led. Then 
(i) For an)’ b E .d the element mb belongs to .Plm. 
(ii) em = m. 
(iii) If a E ,d and am = 0 then u = 0. 
Corollary 2. Under the assumptions of the Lemma 1 one bus. 
(i) rnem = e. 
(ii) For any a. h E .d the element umb belongs to .dm. 
The proofs of the above results can be done by simple computations. 
Lemma 3. The intersection of the sets .cl und .dm consists qf the element 0 only. 
Proof. Let us suppose that there exists an element b E F such that b E .c/ n dnz 
and b # 0. Then b has the form b = cm, where c E .?I. Multiplying the last 
equality by i from the left-hand side and by (-k) from the right-hand side we 
obtain b = -cm. Comparing these two expressions for h and using Lemma 1 
we see that b = 0 and c = 0. 0 
We consider now the subset .d C F which consists of all elements 5 E F hav- 
ing the form 
Zr=b+cm, b,c E ~1. (1) 
Immediately from Lemma 3 follows Lemma 4. 
Lemma 4. IJ’ some element cl E .G? bus tuv representations ~5 = 6, + elm and 
6 = h2 + elm. then bl = IQ and cl = q. 
It should be noted that the set .rl’ possesses operations of addition and mul- 
tiplication which are induced by corresponding operations on F. For instance, 
if 61, & E .(LI, ii, = hl + qm. cl1 = 62 + czm, then we can write 
6, .a? = [bib? + cl(mc?m)] + [hlc2 + cl(m&m)]m. 
Additionally, a scalar multiplication can be defined in the following way: For 
each ci E .J, 6 = b + cm and for each i E @ we put 
Due to the assumptions (A,)-(A,), the result of each of the above operations is 
in .d^ again. Besides, it is easily seen that the set xz with these operations is a lin- 
ear space, and the multiplication is distributive with respect to addition and it is 
also associative. But .G does not become a complex algebra because, in general, 
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However, it actually forms a real algebra. Note, that we will often use the no- 
tation 
for the set .g provided with the above operations. 
The task is now to introduce an involution on the set .G?. This notion has to 
possess a number of the basic properties, which are known for the involution 
on C-algebras. To do this we suppose that the involution “*” on the C*-alge- 
bra .d has the following property. 
(Ad) If b = mam, a E .d, then b* = ma*m. 
Now, for any ii of c~i! 6 = b + cm we can put 
6* = b* + mc*. (4 
It is easily seen that this operation “*” on the algebra .XS? has the following char- 
acteristics: 
1. For any 5 E .p’z the element rZ* belongs to the algebra .J again. 
2. (ci*)* = ti for any 6 E .d. 
3. m* = m. 
4. For any a,& E .d and for any X, fi E @ 
(6 + b)* = a* + I;*. 
(6.6)’ = jj* ;** 
(a6 + fib)* = ii’cte + t;*pe. 
It means that the operation “*” which is defined on .s? by (2) possesses al- 
most all properties that a usual involution on C-algebra has. 
Here we are going to give a simple example of a pair (&, m) which satisfies 
all of the above assumptions (A i))(&). Let X = @, and let .aZ be the C*-algebra 
of all continuous linear operators acting in X. Evidently, .d consists of the mul- 
tiplication operators by complex numbers only. The element m is defined as fol- 
lows 
mx=X, x E C, 
where by bar is meant the complex conjugation. It is easily seen that the pair 
(d,m) satisfies the conditions (Ai)-( Note that as F here can be taken 
the set of all continuous operators in c which are linear over the field R. 
Now we introduce a norm on ,G. To do this we suppose, in addition, that the 
norm on d satisfies the inequality 
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Then, one of the norms which answers the purpose of our considerations can 
be defined by the following relation: 
Iltill ,cj := I\bll,& + 1/c&, LT = b + cm E .ce. (4) 
This definition is correct because the representation (1) is unique. Moreover, 
the set .s? provided with the norm (4) becomes a reaE Banach algebra. It means 
that .4? is a complete space and 
1. llntll ,; = 1 
2. Il~4l., = Ilall.c, va E dr$. (5) 
The norm (4) is convenient for studying the convergence in d. We will exploit 
just this one in Sections 4 and 5. However, we show later on that J? can be also 
provided with another but equivalent norm which converts .E? even in a real C*- 
algebra. 
3. Moore-Penrose invertibility in A 
Let us now mention that we have well-defined operations of multiplication 
and involution on the set .G?. Therefore, we can introduce the notion of Moore- 
Penrose invertibility in 2. According to the usual definition we say that an el- 
ement ti E S? is Moore-Penrose invertible if there exists an element b E .G? such 
that 
iibcS = ii, bab = b, (crib)* = 26, (hi)’ = ba. (6) 
Taking into account the properties of the involution on 2 one can easily show 
the uniqueness of the element b satisfying (6) provided that it exists. In the se- 
quel such an element & will be called Moore-Penrose inverse of ti and will be 
denoted by ti+. 
Let ~2’~~ be the C-algebra of all 2 x 2 matrices with entries from .d. We 
consider the following subset ET:’ of ~8’~ which by definition consists of all 
matrices A E &2x’ having the form 
A = (,1, m;m], b,cE d. (7) 
This set provided with natural operations of multiplication, addition and also 
involution and with the induced norm is a real C’-subalgebra of &2x2. Now we 
define a mapping Y : s? + Ef$’ by 
Proof. Properties (l)-(4) immediately follow from the above definition of 
addition. multiplication and involution on .8. It is also clear that Y: .3 4 Efc;’ 
is an isomorphism, and it is closed. By the closed graph theorem of Banach, 
both the operators Y and Yy’ are continuous. 0 
Remark 6. In view of Lemma 5 we could provide .-/ with the norm 
1lUll _; := IIY(c7)ll,,?.?. 
Then the mapping Y: .pz + .c/‘~’ becomes an isometry and that is why this 
norm is most natural for .d. Moreover, such a norm has the property 
llca’/I ,; = II;/1 rjlla*ll ,j. 
for any 6 E -8. But for our aims it is more easy to handle the equivalent norm 
(4). 
Lemma 5 immediately involves the following result. 
Proposition 7. The element rl E .(i is Moore-Penrose invertible fund onl~a ij the 
ehnent Y(Z) is Moore-Penrose imvr-tihle in E’,:’ and 
Y(U)’ = Y(C). (9) 
Y-‘(A)+ = Y-'(A~' ). (10) 
Thus, relations (9) and (10) show that MooreePenrose invertibility in .c? is 
equivalent to Moore-Penrose invertibility in E2<;‘. It should be also noted that 
the problem of Moore-Penrose invertibility in C-algebras have been investi- 
gated by many authors, see [5--101. But we cannot use these results immediately 
because the set ,(-2 is a real algebra. Nevertheless. it is possible to show that 
some of those results remain true for real C*-algebras, as well. However, before 
we start with investigating Moore-Penrose invertibility in the algebra E’r,’ we 
have to make more precise the notion of the spectrum of an element in a real 
algebra. 
Let ‘+‘/ be a real algebra with the identity e. The spectrum of the element 
a E +Y is, by definition, the set of all real numbers 1, such that the elements 
CI - Re are not invertible in the algebra +Y. In the sequel, the spectrum of the 
element a in the agebra 4 is referred to as sp,a. 
Proposition 8. Tllr rlemmt 2i = b + cm E .VY is Moore-Penrose incrrtibk [fund 
only lf’the element A = Y(ti*a), 
A = 
b*b + mc*cm b*c + mc’bm 
c’b + mb*cm c*c + mb*bm 
(11) 
is invertible in the rt~l algebra E$? or !fO is un is&ted point of’ the spectrum of 
/! in E’_;‘. 
Proof (Necr.ssit)* purt). Let us suppose that the element r? is Moore-Penrose 
invertible in .g, and let Lif be Moore-Penrose inverse for 6. By B we denote the 
element Y(C;+). Evidently, B belongs to Ey<y’. Then for all real i. such that 
0 < lil < lIBB*II-’ the element E - iBB* is invertible in Ef,T2. Since ,? is a real 
number, the element 
(E - iBB*)-‘BB* - ; (E - BB*) (12) L 
belongs to E’_y’, as well. But, as it was noted in [S], the element (12) is the inverse 
one for 2 - iE, i.e. 2 is invertible or 0 is an isolated point of the spectrum of the 
element 2 in E~,~‘. Note, that by E we denote the identity element of ,dlx2. 
Sq~cienq~ part. Let the element 2 be invertible in E’3’. Then B = (A)-‘A’ 
belongs to Ez7y’, and it is just the Moore-Penrose -inverse for A = Y(G). 
Now, we assume that 0 is an isolated point of sp,~A and consider the real 
C*-algebra .#(A) generated by the self-adjoint element 2 and by the unit E. 
It is clear that d(A) C El,;’ and, according to the spectral theorem for reul 
C-algebras generated by a self-adjoint element and by the unit (cf. [ll], Ap- 
pendix l), .%‘(A) is isometrically isomorphic to the algebra of all real continu- 
ous functions on sp,(i) 2. The rest of the proof runs analogously to [8], 
Proposition 3.2. 0 
The next lemma is certainly well known. We add a proof for the reader’s 
convenience. 
Lemma 9. Let a he u self-adjoint element qf the complex C*-ulgrhra /I/. Then 
sp, a = SP,(,,, a (13) 
jvlrrrr S+‘(U) is the smulkst closed rrul C*-ulgebru qf /)I gmeruted by the r1emmt.s 
u and e. 
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Proof. Since for each self-adjoint element a E & 
we only have to prove that each self-adjoint invertible element a of J@ is also 
invertible in 2(a). To do this we again use the fact that 3(a) is isometrically 
isomorphic to the algebra C(sp.,(,, a) of all real continuous functions on the 
spectrum sp.,(,) a, cf. [l 11. Let us now suppose that the element a is invertible 
in L%d but it is not so in g(u). Then the point 0 belongs to the sp+) a. We define 
the function fn on sp,(,) a in the following way 
h(t) = 1 n’ { 
if t E sp8(0)afl [-l/a: l/n], 
Ill ’ iftE([Wnsp,,,,a)\[-lln,Ilnl 
The function fn E C(sp,,,, a) and Itfn(t)l < 1 for all t E SP,,(~) a. Hence 
Ilah(a)lI G 1.
If the element a is invertible in J?/ then there exists b E “1/ such that ba = e. 
Therefore, 
IIfn(a)II G llbll. 
We have obtained a contradiction, because the norm of,f,(a) can be made suf- 
ficiently large. 0 
Corollary 10. Let 29~ be a real C’-subalgebra of the complex C*-algebra Wu. Then 
A?;5r~ is inverse closed in the algebra ~2. 
Proof. Let the element a E 2~ be invertible in ‘2. Then a* is also invertible in 
?2. But a*a is a self-adjoint element, and by previous lemma (a*~)-’ belongs to 
the algebra a E 63~ again. Hence, b = (a*a)-‘a+ E &, and a simple compu- 
tation shows that b = a-‘. 0 
Corollary 11. The element Cs E 2 is Moore-Penrose invertible if and only if the 
element Y(ci*ti) is invertible in SJ.?‘*~* or 0 is an isolated point of the spectrum of 
Y(Z*cS) in sZ+*. 
Proof. It is clear that 
sp,+2 Y(LT’rT) c sp,z;,z Y(a*a) c Sp,(y+j*n)) Y(a*a). (14) 
Since Y(6*LT) is self-adjoint, we have according to Lemma 9 
SP$“? Y(a*a) = SP,(,(,,,)) Y(cl*a). (15) 
From (14), (15) and Proposition 8 we obtain our assertion. 0 
Let %? be some C-subalgebra of JZ!. 
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Definition 12. The subalgebra W is called to be mclosed if 
??lVm c %?. 
Note, that for any m-closed C*-subalgebra % one has 
m%m = ck. 
Corollary 13. Let 22 be some m-closed subalgebra with identity of the C-algebra 
.d. Then e := (59’) x {%m} is inverse closed with respect to Moore-Penrose 
invertibility, i.e. if an element a E @ has a Moore-Penrose inverse in .g then this 
one also belongs to 3. 
Corollary 14. Let 42 be some closed complex C’-subalgebra of the C-algebra Sd, 
which contains the real C-algebra 9~. The element b E 2~ is Moore-Penrose 
invertible in :?8@ tf and only ~fit is Moore-Penrose invertible in ‘21. 
The proof of the last two corollaries immediately follows from relation (15). 
As usual, the element p E .2 is said to be a projection if p’ = ~3 and p* = 8. 
The following result as well as its proof literally repeats the corresponding for- 
mulations for complex C-algebras. It should be only noted that in order to 
prove the uniqueness of the below arising projection p we have to use the con- 
nection between the algebras JZ? and Efpy2. 
Corollary 15. Let .d be a C-algebra with identity. The element a E .G? is Moore- 
Penrose invertible if and only tf there exists a projection p E &’ such that tip = 0 
and c?*c? -+ p is invertible. In this case, the projection p is uniquely determined, and 
a -* = (;*a +$‘a*. (16) 
Now, in connection with Corollary 15 we are going to describe some prop- 
erties of the projection elements of d. To do this we will exploit the transfor- 
mation (8) again. 
Proposition 16. Let f, g E .cP. The element p = f + gm E .(-ul is a projection ifand 
only tf the elements f and g satisfy the following four relations: 
(1) f’=.f, 
(21 g* = mgm, 
(3) f =f’+,fg*, 
(4) (f - g)g* = 0. 
The proof of Proposition 16 can be given by routine computations. 
The relations (l)-(4) allow us to describe some properties of projection ele- 
ments in the algebra ~1. 
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Corollary 17. Let ~7 = ,f + gm he a projection in .CL. Then there holds one und only 
one qf the ,fbllou~ing ussertions: 
(u) The ekment g is not inwrtible jiom the kfi side. 
(h) J? = i(e _t em), lvhere e is the identity element in .c/. 
Proof. Indeed, let us suppose that g is invertible from the left side. Then we 
obtain from (4) that ,f = g. Using the equality g = g‘ we get by an easy 
computation that g = e/2. 0 
4. Asymptotic and weak asymptotic Moore-Penrose invertibility of additive 
operators 
Let .fl be a complex Hilbert space, and let _Yird(.X) be the set of all contin- 
uous additive operators acting in the space .Y. We suppose that k E IP,,dd(.#) 
and unless otherwise stated (until further notice) we assume that the sequence 
{A, > 3 A;, E ~add (Jf 1 converges strongly to the operator k that is 
lim A,,x = AX Vx E 37 
II-Y 
Suppose that we are given an involution on .Yadd(X). The sequence {A,,} is 
called Moore-Penrose stable if for all sufficiently large n: say for n 3 n(), the op- 
erators k,, are Moore-Penrose invertible and 
The operator k is said to be asymptotically Moore-Penrose invertible by the 
sequence {k,,} if the operators A,, are Moore-Penrose invertible for all n > nn 
and the sequence of their Moore-Penrose inverses (2:) converges strongly. 
Now we will show how the above results can be used for the study of 
Moore-Penrose invertibility of additive operators. So, if k E Y;,dd(X) then 
we can represent this operator in the form 
k=A,+A,. (17) 
where A, = (k - Gi)/2 is a linear operator and A,, = (2 + Gi)/2 is an antilin- 
ear one, i.e. 
A,, (3.x) = %l,x 
for any /1 E @ and for any x E .X. 
For all what follows we choose an operator M E Yi)add(.Y) such that: 
M’=I; (18) 
where (., .) means the scalar product in .F. 
Lemma 18. Let the operator M E _YVadd(Y) satkfi the hypotheses (18), (19). 
Then: 
(I) M is an antilinear operator. 
(2) For each A E P’(H) the operator MAM belongs to P(.H) ugain and 
(MAM)’ = MA*M. 
(3) For each A E Y(H) 
IIMAMII = IIAII. 
Proof. We prove, for instance, the last equality for the operator norm. Let 
A E Y(X)% and let x be an element of .F. On account of the hypotheses (18), 
(19) we have 
I IMAMX~ 1’ = (MAMx. MAMx) = (AMx, M*AMx) 
= (AMX,AM~) = I~AMxII’ G IIA~~‘~IMxII’ 
= IIAIl’(Mx,Mx) = lIA/12(X, = IIAII’II.II’. 
i.e. 
IIMAMII < IIAII VA E Y(X). 
Conversely, set B = MAM. Then 
IIAII = IlMBMll G IIBII 
and the proof is completed. 0 
The above properties show that the operator M satisfies all assumptions of 
Section 2. Therefore, by Eq. (17) each additive operator k g Y(.#) can be rep- 
resented in the form 
k=A, +A2M, (20) 
where A, and A2 = A,M are linear continuous operators on the space 3. see 
Eq. (17). Hence, sPadd(Z) possesses a natural operation of involution. Name- 
ly, for each operator k E W,,,(Y) we can put 
k* =A; +MA;. (21) 
Now, we are able to use the previous results for studying the Moore-Penrose 
invertibility in _Yadd (~9). 
Proposition ‘_9. Let k E Yu,,,(.P), and let the sequences {k,} und (3) converge 
.strongly to A and A-*. respectively, as n + 0~. The operator k is a.symptoticull~ 
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Moore-Penrose invertible by the sequence (2,) if and only if’ the operator k is 
Moore-Penrose invertible and the sequence (2,) is Moore-Penrose stable. In 
this case, (2:) strongly converges to k+ asn+m. 
Proof. The necessity part is completely analogous to the corresponding one for 
the linear case, cf. [9], Theorem 1. Let the operator k be Moore-Penrose 
invertible and the sequence {A;,} be Moore-Penrose stable. For simplicity we 
suppose that no = 0 and show that the sequence (2:) converges strongly as 
n + co. Let us denote by 3 the set of all bounded sequences of bounded linear 
operators acting on the Hilbert space zY. Provided with natural operations of 
addition, multiplication and with the norm 
IIVn>ll = suPllAnll~ (22) 
and also with the involution {A,}* = {A;} it becomes a C-algebra with iden- 
tity.We consider the subset .% of .F consisting of all of the sequences {An} 
such that the sequences {A,} and {A;} converge strongly as n + 03. It fol- 
lows from Lemma 18 that 2 is an M-closed C*-subalgebra of the C*-algebia 
9. Furthermore, by Corollary 13, .% = {,%} x {%?m} is inverse closed with 
respect to Moore-Penrose invertibility, i.e. if .{A,} E a is Moore-Penrose 
stable then {k,} is Moore-Penrose invertible in .@ = {5} x {Fm} and so 
it is in %‘. Hence, the sequences {k:} and {kz}” converge strongly as 
n+co. 0 
It is worth noticing that the notion of the asymptotic Moore-Penrose inv- 
ertibility is very restrictive. In our opinion, the notion of the weak asymptotic 
Moore-Penrose invertibility (see the definition below) is more suitable for pur- 
poses of numerical analysis because this kind of invertibility not only contains 
the asymptotic Moore-Penrose invertibility but it is also stable under some 
perturbations (see Remark 23). 
Now we are going to study the weak asymptotic Moore-Penrose invertibi- 
lity for additive continuous operators. Let H = {&} be a sequence of linear or- 
thogonal projection operators on .Y? which converges strongly to the identity 
operator I as n + CC. By OF-” we denote the set of all bounded sequences 
{A,} of bounded linear operators A,, acting in Imp,,, and according to the 
above considerations we provide 5” with the operations of addition, multipli- 
cation, involution, multiplication by scalars and with the norm (22). As a re- 
sult, the set 9” becomes a C-algebra with identity. 
Let us introduce a further algebra which is important in what follows. To do 
this we assume that there are given a set T and a family of sequences of unitary 
(linear or antilinear) operators {E:,},E~ : ImP,, + Imp,, (Ei)-’ = (Ek)* 
=: EL,, t E T, such that for any s, t E T, s # t the sequence EY,E[,P,, weakly 
converges to zero as n -+ co. In addition, it is also supposed that 
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M(ImP,) c ImP, V’n E N. 
Let .FT. refer to as the set of all sequences {A,} E 9” such that there exist the 
strong limits 
s - lim E\,A,ELP,,. s - lim E’+,AIEkP,,, 
s - lim E[,MA,MEiP,, s - lim E’_,MAiMEiP,,, 
asn+o3. 
It is easily seen that 
(1) 3r is an M-closed C-subalgebra of the C*-algebra 9”. 
(2) The mappings & : Tr --+ Y(c%), %({A,}) = s - lim E’_,,A,ELP, are *-ho- 
momorphisms. 
Now we introduce the notion of weak asymptotic Moore-Penrose invertibi- 
lity in @r := {.pr} x {FrM}. Let ?? be the set of all operator sequences {G,} 
such that 11 G, 11 + 0 as n + co. Analogously to [8,9] we say that the sequence 
{k,} E $-T is weakly asymptotically Moore-Penrose invertible if there exists a 
sequence {B,} E .&r such that the following four sequences: 
{kJ,k, -k,}, {B,k,B, - B,}, 
{(,U?,)* - U,}, {(&K)* - &Q, 
belong to the ideal 9’. From now on we still need a special ideal of the C-al- 
gebra _Fr. This ideal is generated by those of the sequences {Jn} E .Fr which 
have the form 
J,, I= CE;P,K,E:~ + G,, {G,) E 9, 
1ET 
where K, are compact operators in 3’(X) which are not equal to zero for a fi- 
nite number of indices only. Let us denote this ideal by &T. Besides, we con- 
sider the homomorphisms W,: RF2 -+ Y’x2(X), t E T7 defined by the 
relations 
w, := K 0 ( > 0 &’ 
Theorem 20. Let 93 be an M-closed C*-subalgebra of the C-algebra F.p, and let 
the homomorphisms {Wt}ltT p assess 
{B,} E 3?2x2 
the property: (S). For each sequence 
the coset {B,}’ := {B,} + $p’ . LY tnvertible in the quotient-algebra 
(&X2 + &9/JJ~2 whenever all operators W,{B,}. t E T, are Fredholm. 
Then for the sequence {A,,} E 3 the following assertions are equivalent: 
(I) The sequence {A,} is weakly asymptotically Moore-Penrose invertible. 
(2) The operators W,( Y ({k,})) are normally solvable for all t E T, and the 
norms of these Moore-Penrose inverses are untformly bounded. 
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Proof ((1) + (2)). Let the sequence {k,,} be weakly asymptotically Moore- 
Penrose invertible. Then there exists a sequence {b,} E .%I such that 
{,@,A;, -An} E %. Hence 
Y({k,,B,,A;, - &}) E Y(!g). 
Since Y and W, are homomorphisms and Y(y) c Ker W, for each t E T, we 
obtain 
W(Y({XJ)) WY@,})) W(Y({&])) = W(Y({A;J)). 
The second condition in the definition of Moore-Penrose invertibility can be 
proved analogously. Therefore, the operators W,( Y( {A-,})) are generalized 
invertible, and hence, by [ 121 they are normally solvable. In addition, the norms 
of W(Y({&))) are uniformly bounded because K are *-homomorhpisms 
and, by [13], 
lI~({&})ll 6 li{.4,>ll ‘dt t T and ‘v”(A) E ,FT 
and, by Lemma 5, Y is bounded. 
(2) + (1). Let %(T) stand for the p-algebra of all bounded functions on T 
with values in 5”“‘(X). and let S(T) be the smallest closed subalgebra of%(T) 
which contains all functions 
t --f W,({B,,}), {B,,} E (.P + #y). (23) 
The function (23) is usually called the symbol of {B,,}. and it is denoted by 
smb({B,,}). Then, by [9], (Lifting theorem, Part 3), condition (S) implies that 
the quotient-algebra (%‘“’ + ~~z)/@x’ is isometricaly *-isomorphic to 
S(T). Now, let all the operators W,( {k,,}) b e normally solvable, and the norms 
of their Moore-Penrose inverses be uniformly bounded. Then the function 
smb({k,,}) is M oore-Penrose invertible in Z(T) and consequently, in S(T), 
too. Therefore, the coset Y({.4,,}) + !@x2 is Moore-Penrose invertible in 
(.&X2 + /?2)/@2, S’ mce .a is an M-closed subalgebra of ,pr we can state 
that 
Recalling that the real algebra Ey’/(E?? n @x2) is isometrically isomor- 
phic to (E’,“’ + $82x’)/&x’ (see [13]) and using Corollary 14 we obtain that 
the coset_ Y({k,,}) a is also Moore-Penrose invertible in EF’/(E$’ n ?92x2). 
i.e. Y({A,,}) is weakly asymptotically Moore-Penrose invertible m Ey’. To 
complete the proof we have to take into account Proposition 7 once again. 0 
Remark 21. There are examples which show that the condition of the uniform 
boundedness cannot be dropped. However, if all the operators W,( Y( (2,))) 
are Fredholm then this condition is automatically fulfilled, cf. [S]. 
Remark 22. If all the operators W,( Y( {A,,})) are invertible then the sequence 
{A,,} is stable. 
Remark 23. The assertion (2) of Theorem 20 and the theory of normally solvable 
operators (see, e.g. [12]) shows that weakly asymptotically MooreePenrose 
invertible sequences are stable under different kinds of perturbations. Particularly. 
if all the operators W,( Y({k,,})) are semi-Fredholm then the operator sequence 
remains weakly asymptotically Moore-Penrose invertible even it is perturbed by 
sequences of the ideal ,fr or by sequences of .,A which have small norms. 
5. Spline approximation methods for singular integral equations with conjugation 
Let I- := {t E @ : /tl = l} be the unit circle. In this section we will study weak 
asymptotic MooreePenrose invertibility for elements of a special algebra. This 
algebra is closely connected with the spline approximation methods for singu- 
lar integral equations with conjugation 
(Ax)(t) E a(t)x(t) + f$ p$ + c(t)x.(t) + % /‘-q$ 
I’ ‘/ 
+ 
/ 
k, (t. t)x(t)dr k,(t, r)x(r)dS = <q(t). t t r. 
‘J 
(24) 
where a, h, L’. d are piecewise continuous functions on r and k,. k2 E C(T x r). 
Namely, if we apply some spline-approximation method to Eq. (24) then the 
corresponding approximation sequence can be often represented as a combina- 
tion of some circulant sequences, of a special sequence {AI,,}. and of a sequence 
tending to zero in the operator norm. This is especially true for Galerkin, collo- 
cation, qulocation and for a number of quadrature methods (smoothest splines, 
equidistant partitions). The concrete form of the circulants depends on the dc- 
gree of the used spline-spaces and on the approximate method. The precise de- 
scription of the arising C*-algebra is given below. see also [2,14]. Note. that the 
usual stability of a wide class of spline approximation methods for Eq. (24) has 
been treated in [2]. In the sequel, we will use some results of this paper. 
Now, we are going on with describing our algebra more precisely. So, let 
/?(I?). II E N, be an n-dimensional complex Hilbert space provided with the sca- 
lar product 
,,m I
where x = (x0,. ,x,,_I) t /Z(H) and ~9 = (1.0.. .J,,_~) E 12(u).x,._t; E @. By 
@ ““I we denote the set of all matrices, the entries of which are complex num- 
bers. Let A,, E C”“’ . A,, = (a,+)zJl,, be a circulant matrix, i.e. 
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ak_,, = ak, k= 1,2,...,n- 1. 
It is well known that a matrix A,, is a circulant if and only if it can be represent- 
ed in the form 
A,, = U,,D, U,- ’ 
with the matrix of the discrete Fourier transformation U,, 
and with the diagonal matrix D,?, D, = diag(&)iii, 
II- I 
lbk = Cai exp 
2rrijk 
( > 
- __ 
/=O 
n 
We consider, firstly, some sequences of circulants, and secondly, we con- 
struct an algebra of operator sequences which is generated by these circulants 
and by a particular sequence. Note, that in all what follows we identify the lin- 
ear operators acting in l?(n) with their matrix representations. Let f be a piece- 
wise continuous function on I-, and let ti” := exp(2rrik/n),zr’ := 
exp(2rri(k + c)/n), 0 < i: < 1. k = 0,l.. . . , n - 1. By,f, and,f,’ we denote the di- 
agonal matrices 
.fA := diag(.f (tk))lII;,! .f;: := diag(f‘(rh))i:A 
and we introduce the circulant ffl by the relation 
1, := iJn.fn u-’ II (25) 
In addition, by M,, is denoted the following antilinear operator on the space 
12(n): 
Mp = M,(<,j,< ,,.. .L,) := (&,i”,, .5,_,). (26) 
Now, we are in a position to study weak asymptotic Moore-Penrose inv- 
ertibility in the smallest closed algebra ,d which contains all operator sequences 
of the following form: 
{a:>, (41% {K). {G,), 
where a, cx E PC(T), the sequence {M,} is defined in (26) and {G,} E 9(/~(n)), 
II{G,,}lI + 0 as n + 00. Recall that the class PC(T) consists of all piecewise 
continuous functions on r which are also continuous from the left side at each 
point t E r. 
Let us show that the weak asymptotic Moore-Penrose invertibility in .> can 
be completely treated by the method suggested. Indeed, if .d is the smallest 
closed c-algebra which is generated by the sequences {a:}, {I?,,} and 
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{G), IlGnll + 0 as n + cc then, taking into account Lemma 2.3 of [2] we can 
see that the sequence {M,,} interacts with the generating elements {A,,} of .d in 
the following way: 
(1) A4: = Z,, where 1, is the identity operator on I?(n). 
(2) {M&K) E .d V{‘%) E .d 
It means that for C*-algebra ~2 and for the element m = {M,,} all hypotheses 
of Section 2 are fulfilled. As a next step we have to introduce appropriate ho- 
momorphisms on the C*-algebra &‘. It can be done by using some results of 
[2,15]. Thus, let xr) refer to as the characteristic function of the arc 
[exp(2zij/n), exp(2rriG + l)/n)),j = 0.1:. , n - 1, and let the operators 
L,, E Y(L’(T)),n E N, be defined by the relations 
,I- I 
(L,,f’)(t) := C~;ep’)e~qt). n E N, 
k=O 
where e:“‘(t) := fix;‘(t) and (., .) is the scalar product in L.,(T). In addition. 
we define the sequence of projections {P,?} on the space L>(r) by 
and the sequence of operators {U,,}, U,, : imL,, -+ im L,,. by 
Let u E r. By s, we denote that number of the set (0, 1~ 2, . , n - l}. for which 
the point u belongs to the arc (exp(2ni(s,, - 1)/n), exp(2rcis,,/n)]. We put 
t,, := exp(2r&,/n) and consider two families of isomorphisms .!$.I and 
E~~‘,u,u E r,.& E Y(imL,),Eii2 E Y(imL,,,imP,,), 
11-I 
= CTi(l,,)-‘ej”‘(t) 
j=O 
and 
where 
[(!I?I)/21 ,,-I 
= c (,t’ + c <,t’-” 
,=o [in-l)/2]+l 
with ol, = c’ exp (-2&/n), 0 < e < 1. Now we still define the homomorphisms 
WU.1. w,,z : .dZXZ 4 P”‘(L#-)), u; v E r, in the following way: 
where {A,,} E .dl”. 
Let S be Cauchy’s singular integral operator, 
(Q)(t) := p$. t E r. c$ E L?(f). 
r 
By P and Q we define the following operators on L;(T): 
P := 
Lemma 24. Let u, 1’. t E r. und let the horl~ornorphisms W,,,, . W,.,7 : .dzx2 + 
Y(L;(l-)). he definrd us ahow. Tlwn. 
ll) For PUCII CI E PC(T) 
wd(Y({“:;})) = (y $). W,.dY({4!1)) = “9) g > ( ) 
Wr.2(Y’({a;j})) = ““;‘) &)P+ (“‘; ‘) L)Q. 
a(0 - 0) 
a(tr+ 0) 0 
W,,,(Y({4?))) = o ( Pf u(u-0) 0 = a(tl + 0) ) ( 0 - Q. a(u - 0) ) 
121 
w,, I(Y({M,})) = W~~.2(~‘({M,l)) = (y (g =: ‘4. 
(3) 7% j&nily of’ the ho,nornorphi.vm.v (W,,,, . W, ,2),,,,,tl suti.sJies the c.ondition 
fS) of Theorem 20. 
Note that this result is actually contained in [2] (see Lemma 2.4 and Theo- 
rem 2.4). 
We consider the following matrix-functions: 
A(t) = (“I:’ $). B(t) = (“;) &)> C(t) = (‘I:) !-), 
From Theorem 20 and Lemma 24 we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 25. Let a, b, c. d, 2, /I, y,O E PC(T). The sequence 
{a:;%, + b:;j,, + (c:,;;,, +d,$,,)M,, + G,,}, l/G,,11 + 0 us II - x. 
is lreukly usymptotically Moore-Penrose invertible if’ und only if all operutors 
K,. W” E qLf(r)), 
W” := [A(t)r*(u + 0) + B(t)j*(u + 0) + (C(t);l*(U + 0) + D(t)fF(u + O))/l]P 
+ [A(t)cc*(u - 0) + B(t)P*(u - 0) + (C(t)y*(u - 0) 
+ D(t)O*(u - O))A]Q, 
&, := P[A(u + O)a*(t) + B(u + 0)/3*(t) + (C(U +0)7*(t) + D(u + 0)0*(t))n] 
+ Q[A(u - 0)x*(5) + B(u - O)/?(t) + (C(U - O)]<*(i) 
+ D(u - O)fY(t))/l] 
arr normally solcuhle, und the norms of’ their Moore-Penrose inverses ure uni- 
jbrml}~ bounded. In particular, if all the operators &<. W” ure Fredholm then 
the lust condition is automuticully jiiljilled. 
Note, that the form of the functions SI, /3. y, f1 for a number of spline approx- 
imation methods for the Eq. (24) can be found in [2]. 
Remark 26. The criteria for Fredholmness as well as for normal solvability of 
the singular integral operators in Lf (I) are well known, see. [ 12,161. 
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